Evaluation of the combination of the NucliSENS easyMAG and the EasyQ applications for the detection of Mycoplasma pneumoniae and Chlamydia pneumoniae in respiratory tract specimens.
Mycoplasma pneumoniae and Chlamydia pneumoniae are respiratory tract pathogens frequently involved in community-acquired pneumonia, but are fastidious microorganisms. Their direct detection mainly requires molecular amplification techniques. A nucleic acid extraction system, NucliSENS easyMAG, and a real-time nucleic acid sequence-based amplification (NASBA) technique, NucliSENS EasyQ, were recently developed by bioMérieux to detect both bacteria. The aim of our study was to compare the easyMAG/EasyQ combination with our in-house combination, MagNA Pure extraction (Roche) and real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR), to detect both bacteria in respiratory tract specimens. The analytical specificities of both combinations were similar. A higher analytical sensitivity was found for C. pneumoniae using the easyMAG/EasyQ combination, since the easyMAG/EasyQ system detected nucleic acid extracts 10(6) times more diluted than the in-house combination. Both combinations were equivalent when detecting M. pneumoniae in positive respiratory tract samples. Finally, the easyMAG/EasyQ combination is a potential useful tool for the detection of both bacteria regarding sensitivity, specificity, monitoring, and standardization of the procedure.